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AKAI PROFESSIONAL & AIR PREMIER PERFORMANCE BUNDLE 

It's Time to Energize Your Music! 

Discover One of the world’s most diverse collections for live or studio performance with well over 
150GB of content this is the ultimate collection for beginners and seasoned pros alike.   

The Premier Performance Bundle an inspiring collection of eighteen virtual instruments, expansions and 
progressive sound-design tools for the modern producer, composer and performer.  Developed by AIR 
Music Technology, the team responsible for creating the award-winning virtual instruments and core 
effects offered with Avid’s Pro Tools software, this collection brings the world’s most innovative virtual 
instruments to your favourite DAW or perform standalone with VIP with no special software or 
hardware required. The included instruments, range from breath-taking emulations of vintage gear, 
classic instruments and unique synthesis technologies, enable you to tap into familiar sounds or create 
something no one has ever heard before. With the Premier Performance collection there’s nothing you 
can’t do!  Energize your music.    

"An incredible collection of sophisticated instruments."  - Synthtopia.com 

"Air Music Technology’s latest incarnation of its Air Instrument Expansion Pack is nothing short of 
phenomenal. An awe-inspiring collection of virtual instruments and high quality sound design tools, this 
is, in my opinion, an essential buy for anyone making music in their computer, regardless of what 
platform they’re using. I can’t recommend it highly enough - I use it every day of my life!" -  Andy 
Richards 
Keyboardist, Editor, Producer 
  
Akai Professionals VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT PLAYER 3 (VIP) is a ground-breaking, award-winning music 
performance software platform that provides musicians and composers with a total-control solution for 
their virtual instrument and virtual effect collection.  VIP works as a plugin inside your DAW of choice or 
as a standalone music performance app for PC and MAC.  You can use any midi controller with many 
built in templates and highly intuitive midi learn. Don’t have a controller?  Don’t worry the built in tools 
give you all you need.  
  
At it’s core, VIP features an intelligent patch browser that integrates sound patches from the your entire 
collection of VST virtual instruments and effects, allowing you to select, control, play and layer those 
plugins directly from your VIP-enabled keyboard. With VIP’s patch browser you quickly find sounds 
based on instrument type, timbre, style or articulation – explore your instrument collection, expand 
your sonic arsenal and discover patches you never knew you had! 

VIP provides you with unparalleled access to your virtual instrument and effect collection, seamlessly 
integrating the hardware / software experience and grants the unrestricted freedom to create in a user-
friendly, intuitive format. The combination of VIP and any controller maximises workflow and ensures a 
playing experience that feels natural and enhances creativity – the natural, tactile feel of hardware, now 
fused with the unrivalled processing capability of virtual Instruments. 

Expand the sonic capabilities of your VST collection with VIP’s ultra-intuitive effect stacks. Load up to 4 
different VST effects per instrument channel to sculpt the perfect sound and tweak key effect 

http://synthtopia.com/
http://www.andyrichards.com/
http://www.andyrichards.com/
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parameters.  Sculpt immersive, expressive sounds and textures by harnessing the power of a VIP Multi. 
VIP’s intuitive operation, all from a VIP-compatible keyboard allows you to rapidly layer up to 8 separate 
instruments and patches per VIP instance. Now creating multi-timbral leads and bass sounds, or other 
worldly evolving soundscapes could be easier - with VIP unrestricted expression is now waiting at your 
fingertips.  

The Bundle Includes: 

1. VIP 3 – Control and command nearly any VST plugin or effect using VIP 3.1 
• Plays virtually every VST-compatible plugin and effects unit 
• Standalone virtual instrument and effects player for your computer 
• Effects Browser - search effects by type and audition across multiple plugins with a single click 
• Access, edit and mix up to 8 virtual instruments at one time in a Multi 
• Effects Stacks combine multiple effects into recallable patches 
• VIPMS – The VIP Native Plugin Map Standard allows 3rd party virtual instrument and effect 

developers to produce their own plugin maps for enhanced VIP integration 
• MIDI Learn functionality seamlessly maps the controls of any VIP-compatible keyboard (knobs, 

encoders, faders, buttons) to VIP’s parameters 
• Pad Chord Progressions - play chord progressions using a VIP-enabled keyboard controller’s 

pads  
• Key Control modes: play scales, harmonised chords or chord progressions from a VIP keyboard 

or MIDI keyboard  
• Setlist Feature - switch between patches from any plugin instantly from the keyboard 

2. BOOM – Hard Hitting Drum Machine 
Boom features a slick modern interface that pays homage to the most popular vintage drum machines 
of the past.  Boom has been used on many famous projects since its launch, ranging from hit albums, 
feature films and radio projects. It’s one of the most loved Pro Tools Plugins.  Now available to all! 

3. Hybrid 3 – High-Definition Analog & Wavetable Synth 
Hybrid 3.0 is the next generation in synthesis. This high-definition virtual synthesizer combines the 
coveted warmth of analog synths with a full range of futuristic digital manipulation capabilities. The 
result is the best of both worlds — a virtual instrument with a comprehensive set of precisely adjustable 
parameters that can sound like a synth you remember or something no one has ever heard before. 

4. Loom Classic  – Modular Additive Synthesizer 
Loom is an award-winning modular additive synthesizer with a shape-shifting Morph Pad that makes it 
easy to create rich, swirling, and captivating sounds. Loom takes a unique modular approach to additive 
synthesis, a synthesis technique that involves combining simple waveforms together to create complex 
sounds, by allowing anyone to select from and combine 30 editable modules. 

5. Vacuum Classic– High-Definition Analog & Wavetable Synth 
Vacuum Classic is a monophonic vintage synthesizer featuring Vacuum Tube Synthesis with vacuum tube 
circuit modeling that perfectly captures the crunchy, warm sound of the analog era. The Age function 
provides Drift and Dust controls adjusting the age from oscillator drift to crackling controls to slightly 
inaccurate keyboard triggering/pitch for that truly authentic hardware experience sought out by Synth 
lovers.  This is one of the most realistic emulations you’ll hear anywhere! 
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6. Vacuum Pro – Polyphonic Analog Tube Synthesizer 

Vacuum Pro is a polyphonic analog synthesizer with vacuum tube circuit modeling that perfectly 
captures the crunchy, warm sound of the analog era. With four analog oscillators, multiple filters and 
envelopes, and built-in audio effects, Vacuum Pro lets you dive deep into subtractive synthesis to 
recreate those sought-after analog sounds from the 70s and 80s. Tweak the switches, knobs, and dials 
to program anything from basses, leads, pads, or unique sound effects. For even more warmth, Vacuum 
Pro has six virtual vacuum tube circuits that add crunch and grit at every stage of the signal path. Analog 
just got a whole lot warmer. 
 
7. Structure – Multi-Timbral Sampler Instrument 
Structure is a multi-timbral instrument with a built-in sample library and editor that enables you to 
combine, layer, and edit your samples. At its core, Structure has a powerful 128-level multi-timbral 
universal sound engine that can support up to 8-channel interleaved samples. With Structure, you can 
create complex, rich patches by blending together multiple samples and effects. Each patch can have an 
unlimited number of parts, and each part can consist of a single sample, multiple samples, a sub-patch, a 
MIDI processor, and audio and MIDI effects. All of these elements can be rearranged and tweaked for 
extensive sound experimentation. 

8. Strike – Ultimate Virtual Drummer Instrument 
Strike is a dynamic drum and arranger instrument that features a world-class sample library and a hyper-
realistic performance engine. Strike puts you in the producer’s chair, enabling you to create, control, and 
produce professional drum tracks with uncanny human realism. With its proprietary technology, Strike 
surpasses conventional MIDI programming and drumming sampling when it comes to computer-based 
playing, arranging, and mixing of drums. Use Strike to play a seamless crescendo, switch drum kits from 
ballad to crushed punk, or tweak the tuning of the snare drum. Each instrument was recorded with up 
to three close, two overhead, and two room microphones. Strike also provides a full mixing console, 
complete with built-in effects. 

9. Velvet – Vintage Electric Piano Instrument 
Velvet is a virtual electronic piano that combines five legendary electric pianos from the 60s and 70s into 
one versatile instrument. Based on the Fender Rhodes Suitcase, Fender Rhodes MK I and MK II Stage 
Pianos, Wurlitzer 200A and Hohner Pianet-T, Velvet accurately emulates the sound quality, response, 
and nuances of each original instrument to bring your piano tracks to life. Additionally, Velvet features a 
pallet of onboard effects and allows you to control every aspect of the sound for unparalleled realism: 
turn up the tube drive controls in the preamp section to warm up your tone; adjust the timbre, dynamic 
response, and velocity curve to customize the playing feel; and mix in the sound of pedal and other 
keyboard mechanical noises to recreate an authentic electric piano track. 

10. Transfuser – Melodic & Rhythmic Groove-Creation Instrument  
Transfuser 2 is a dynamic audio/MIDI environment for manipulating, slicing, and remixing your loops 
and sounds into something entirely new. With a series of real-time controls, Transfuser 2 lets you create 
and tweak grooves, chop up beats and phrases, time-stretch sounds, re-pitch notes, randomize 
sequences, and more – all on the fly. Transfuser 2 also acts as an inspiring compositional tool that 
intelligently generates chords, melodies, variations, and grooves based on a musical analysis of your 
track. Plus, Transfuser 2 comes with a premium drum and instrument library that includes 3,200+ loops 
and 1200+ drum machine samples for instant music experimentation. 
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11. THE RISER – Synth-based Transition Designer 
The Riser is an all-new instrument for designing musical transitions of epic proportions. A powerful, 
synth-based instrument, The Riser features all of the tools you need to compose heart-stopping 
transitions in one intuitive user-interface. In seconds, you can construct rises, falls, swells, fades, and 
more, based on our coveted sound synthesis technology. For instant inspiration, The Riser includes 300 
pro-grade presets that you can edit, deconstruct, copy, mangle, and implement into your tracks. 

12. DB-33 – Tonewheel Organ Simulator 
DB-33 Tonewheel Organ is a virtual organ that recreates the sounds and controllability of classic 
tonewheel organs such as the Hammond B3, and the rotary-speaker cabinets they are often played 
through. It includes 122 preset sounds plus an extra-realistic convolution rotary cabinet and tube 
overdrive emulation. The rotary-speaker cabinet can also be used as an effect in its own right on an 
audio track. 

13. MINI GRAND – Acoustic Grand Piano 
Mini Grand is a simple to use yet powerful virtual piano instrument with seven different acoustic piano 
sounds to suit a broad range of musical styles and production needs.   Made legendary by its inclusion in 
ProTools this much loved instrument its now available for all. 

14. Fresh AIR Expansion – Presets for Vacuum Pro 
Fresh Air Pack Vol 1: Vacuum Pro. Dust off over 200 exclusive never-before-heard patches that perfectly 
capture the crunchy, warm sound of the analog era. Whether you’re creating the soundtrack to your 
next dystopian masterpiece or simply want to relive the sounds of yesteryear, don’t miss this 
pack!  Ranging from warm and pristine to downright dirty, this expansion pack energizes your music 
with a fresh injection of top quality sounds.  

15. Flux Transitions Expansion – Presets for theRiser Vol 1 and 2 
Flux Transitions Expansion Packs for The Riser delivers 100 new powered up energetic preset patches, 
elevating your music creativity into a new dimension. If you're producing electronic, film SFX, motion 
graphics, cinematic ambience, The Riser  "Flux Transitions" dynamically allows you to control and shape 
your sound to any production needs. Hi-Risers, Transformer FX, Robotic Drop, Drone Falls and Wide 
Stereo Transition are included inside this stunning expansion pack. All 100 new presets all fully editable 
either using the three included sound generators or you can assign any midi parameter, allowing fully 
customized automation inside The Riser. 

16. The Vault – Presets for Hybrid 3 
AIR and MVP Loops proudly present The Vault, now available as a Hybrid 3 Expansion pack. This gigantic 
pack features a wealth of world-class sounds, originally tailor-made for the MPC Touch and now 
available separately. The Vault delivers 128 patches of radio-ready content, covering Trap, Hip Hop, 
EDM, R&B, acoustic and beyond.  Discover crushing bass, killer leads, bright pads, epic transitions and so 
much more! Crack open The Vault and unleash these supreme sounds on your copy of Hybrid 3 today!    

MVP Loops' roots date back over 12 years and their team of award-winning music producers, sound 
designers, engineers, and musicians are focused on delivering high-quality libraries for instant 
download. MVP Loops keeps the modern music producer current and is considered the ‘go-to’ home of 
urban production content.   


